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SPACES



 THE FUNCTION AREA



Sun - Thu from $30pp
Fri - Sat from $35pp



Sun - Thu from $750
Fri - Sat from $1500



Sun - Thu from $750 
Fri - Sat from $1250 



Located directly above the terrace and spanning our entire 
frontage, our Flinders Lane balcony is among the largest in 
the top end of the CBD. 
The area provides coverage against any type of weather, along 
with a 180 (degree) views of the Flinders Lane. This area ex-
tends in a long open strip, perfect for private stad up events, 
lunch or dinner on a long table and evening drinks. 
A dedicated outdoor bar offers two taps, bottled beers and 
ciders plus a selection of wines and spirits. 

Sun - Thu from $950 
Fri - from $1750
Sat from $1500





The entire upstairs space which includes the  “The Platform” 
and “Long Room” can be booked together to create a com-
bined space that can fit up to 150 guests seated and 250+ 
guests standing.

The entire upstairs indoor space comprising ‘The Platform’ and 
‘Long Room’ can be booked together to create a combined space 
that easily accommodates 150 seated or 250+ guests standing. 

Sun - Wed from $2500 
Thu from $4500
Fri from $9000
Sat from $7500 

Sun - Wed from $1500 
Thu from $2500
Fri from $5000
Sat from $4000 



 THE RESTAURANT



This sunken area sits just below street level as a stylish open 
space. Just like the Street Level Bar it has large patterned tiles 
covering all sides. This secluded area creates a private atmo-
sphere for you and your guests. The space can be joined with 
the second lower level that has a family-sized wooden table, 
suitable for larger groups of up to 46.

Our large wooden table sits on its own mezzanine level, ideal for 
small functions. This table can seat up to 12 people and offers a cosy 
setting for conversation.





FOOD



Cocktail on arrival $15 PER PERSONSELECT ANY 3 FOR GUESTS TO 
CHOOSE FROM ON ARRIVALItalian banquet menu 10+ GUESTS

2 COURSE $40  (ANTIPASTO + PIZZA | 
PASTA | RISOTTO |  SALAD )



Choice of menu UP TO 20 GUESTS 2 COURSE $55 
3 COURSE $65



Cocktail on arrival $15 PER PERSONSELECT ANY 3 FOR GUESTS TO 
CHOOSE FROM ON ARRIVALAlternating menu 20+ GUESTS 2 COURSE $55 (ENTREE + MAIN)  

ADD DESSERT $10 | ADD ANTIPASTO $7.5



DRINKS



Drinks packages MINIMUM 2 HOURSPRICES PER PERSON PER HOUR
SOFT DRINKS & JUICES INCLUDED



Cocktail on arrival $15 PER PERSONSELECT ANY 3 FOR GUESTS TO 
CHOOSE FROM ON ARRIVAL
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